SMART Podium interactive pen display

SMART Podium interactive pen display
The SMART Podium interactive pen display offers a precise writing experience and intuitive interface. It helps you make large-room presentations more interactive,
and helps remote colleagues collaborate more effectively from home offices.

Illuminated function buttons
Access common functions, such as the eraser and mouse, open SMART Meeting Pro software
and launch the On-Screen Keyboard – the buttons illuminate in low light for easy viewing.

SMART Meeting Pro
software
Write notes on whiteboard pages

Widescreen display

or over any application – then save

A 16:9 widescreen resolution

and share them with others.

and flexible scaling options
enable you to display and
manipulate high-definition
visuals.

High-speed USB 2.0
ports

Smooth Tilt Stand
Adjust the angle of the interactive pen display to your

Easily connect multimedia
devices to the three
accessible ports.

most natural writing position – even rest your hand on

Accurate writing experience

the screen while you write.

Control your computer and write precisely in digital ink with the tethered pen that is
always available when you need it on the magnetic pen rest.

Elegant design
SMART Podium features a sleek profile and slim bezel for optimal active screen area and
a minimized overall footprint. It will complement virtually any workspace.
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DViT technology
SMART Podium features SMART’s proprietary DViT (Digital Vision

Integration with
Microsoft
PowerPoint®
presenter view

Touch) technology. With cameras incorporated in the bezel to
detect pen touch and movement, DViT technology provides a
responsive, accurate writing experience.

Maintain a private view of
your presentation material,
including all slides and

Simple installation

speaking notes, while
controlling what your

Connect your computer,

audience sees on the screen

SMART Podium and projector

or interactive whiteboard or

using USB and a DVI or VGA

flat panel. Use the controls on

cable, so all devices will

SMART Podium to switch ink

display the same image

colors, move between slides

simultaneously.

and write speaking notes as
you present.
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Active screen size

18.5" (47 cm) diagonal

24" (61 cm) diagonal

Aspect ratio

16:9

16:9

Resolution

720p

1080p

Dimensions

18 3/8" W × 13" H × 3" D

23 5/16" W × 15 13/16" H × 3" D

write over any application with the battery-free tethered pen.

(46.7 × 33.0 × 7.6 cm)

(59.3 × 40.1 × 7.6 cm)

Because the pen is the point of contact on the interactive screen,

Tethered pen
Control your computer from SMART Podium and comfortably

you can rest your hand on the screen while writing notes. You
Weight (with stand)

19 lb. 11 oz. (8.9 kg)

27 lb. 6 oz. (12.5 kg)

Available as an

No

No

can rest the pen in the magnetic pen rest when it’s not in use.

appliance-based model
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SMART Podium interactive pen display

Key features

